Abstract. Except in one dimension, strictly incoming waves cannot be propagated by the wave equation with dissipative boundary conditions so that they disappear asymptotically in forward time.
(1.2) %(s) = ^-x%(oyj, (1. 3) 3C(a) = sgna and !T is the Fourier transform. Since T(t)\D^ = U0(t)\D+ for t > 0, and T(t)*\D = U0(-t)\D for t > 0, we can embed 77 onto L2(R, N) so that Tit)* acts on L2(R_ -p, N) as left translation by / and T(t) acts on L2(R+ + p, N) (resp. %L2(R + + p, N)) if n = odd (resp. if n = even) as right translation by t. The action of Tit) on the rest of L2(R, N) is more difficult to describe. Lemma 
Let fis) E £>_. F/ien fis) E T*D_ if and only if fia), the
Fourier transform of fis), is zero at the point (0, -/).
Proof. Let fis) E D_. Then by Chapter III of [5] and the fact that Tit)*fis) = fis + t) for / G R+ we conclude Since l/0(0 acts as right translation by / on L2(R, N) we can calculate U0 as
-'-00
The operator S on H0 = L2(R, N) commutes with U0(t) (= translation by 0 and it follows that in the spectral representation (= Fourier transform space) the corresponding operator, denoted by S, acts on L2(R, N) by
We now prove the theorem for the case when n is odd (=£ 1). In [4] it is shown that § (a) has an analytic extension to the lower half plane if n is odd. In particular it is shown that Now if d 2ê 0 we can find a smallest m > 0 so that Tmd G T*D_ = i/0" 'Z)_, and F"W G D_. We conclude by Proposition 1.3 that U0STmd is not orthogonal to D + . Thus by (1.6) we see PDTm+xd^0. Now let U on A' d 77 be the minimal unitary dilation of T (see [5] ). On D+ we see T\D+= U0\D+= U\D+. Thus for« >0 0 = (7) + ,77 9 D+) = (U"D + , U"(H Q D+)) = (F"F> + , U" (77 0 7)+)) = (F"/).,., T" (77 0 7)+ )).
Thus if Tm + Xd = ß ® ß+,ß E H e D + , ß+ E D+ we see T"ß+±T"ß all « > 0.
Thus \\TnTm + xd\\2=\\T"ß+ + Tnß\\2=\\T"ßl + T"ßf>\\Tnß + \\2
= ||[/on/3+||2=||/3+||2=||PD+F'"+,í7||2>0.
Thus we can conclude (1.11). Q.E.D.
We now relax the restriction imposed by (1.9) and complete the proof of the theorem in the odd-dimensional case. where G' =def {c~xg\g E G). Define D_(v) as the subspace of initial data which vanishes on {|*| < p/c + t, t < 0} under the action of (1.13). Recall the definition of D_(u) as the subspace of initial data which vanishes on (|*| < p + /, t < 0} under the action of (1.1). It is clear that c can be chosen so that G' contains the complement of a ball of radius less than one. By Theorem 10.10 of [4], since n is greater than one, we can conclude that the scattering matrix for the u-system is invertible at -i. Thus by Propositions 1.3 and 1.4, (1.12) holds for the ü-system. But the statement of the theorem is invariant under the change from the v to the u systems. Thus (1.12) holds for both the u and v systems and the theorem is proven for the case when n is odd and greater than one.
We now look at the case when n is even. To prove the theorem in this case it suffices to establish that U0Sd is not orthogonal to D+ for any nonzero d in D_. Once this is done the argument in Proposition 1.4 (with m = 0) can be used as before to conclude (1.11). The proof of the theorem is now complete.
In conclusion, I would like to thank the referee for pointing out that the theorem does not hold for n = 1, by providing the following counterexample: G = {x > a), u = f(x + t), /of compact support, -ux + u, = 0 on x = a.
